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FIVE DECADES OF CORPORATION LAW – From
Conglomeration to Equity Compensation
By Richard A. Booth

ABSTRACT
This brief essay recounts developments in corporation law over the last fifty years. It
begins with the rise of finance capitalism and the conglomerate corporation which
was followed by the emergence of hostile takeovers in the late 1970s and 1980s.
One of the key events in this saga was the February 1, 1983 decision by the
Delaware Supreme Court in Weinberger v. UOP, Inc. that effectively permitted the
at-will elimination of minority stockholders through cashout mergers. Takeovers
were also facilitated by two major financial developments: (1) the growth of
institutional investors coupled with the growing taste of diversified investors for risk
and (2) the emergence of the junk bond market as a source of cash to finance
takeovers. Target managers vigorously sought ways to defend themselves from
takeover. But the genie was out of the bottle. Although the initial motivation for
takeovers was the bust up of inefficient conglomerate companies --because
investors figured out that they could roll their own diversified portfolios more cheaply
– diversified investors also figured out that they could tolerate more risk. So they
demanded higher returns from all companies. Faced with this irresistible force,
target managers also sought ways to share the gains. The result was that executive
compensation evolved from a salary and bonus system to one based on stock
options and other forms of equity. Equity compensation gave rise to two unintended
--but quite happy – consequences. One is that it permits managers to share in the
gains from divestitures and thus eliminated the bias for growing the company that
went with the old salary and bonus system. The other is that it causes public
companies to distribute available cash through repurchases designed to deal with
the dilution that comes from the exercise of stock options. Ironically, the primary
justification for takeovers had been that target companies tended to hoard cash and
use it for uneconomic growth. Thus, the takeover did not die because of defensive
tactics and protectionist state takeover laws. It simply went in house. The
implications of this evolution are significant. For one, it calls into question the
traditional notion that the stockholders own the company and that the CEO is a
glorified employee. It may make more sense to think of stockholders and managers
as in partnership with each other with the board of directors charged primarily with
the role of arbitrating the competing claims of these two groups of owners. If this is
the better view of the corporation, then executive compensation becomes the
central concern of corporation law rather than an interesting subset of problems
falling somewhere between the duty of care and the duty of loyalty. Moreover, under
this view of the corporation, it would seem quite important to enforce rules against
insider trading, whereas under the traditional view of the corporation the rationale
for the prohibition of insider trading is not at all clear. This text of this essay was
delivered as a lecture at the inauguration of the McGuinn Chair of Business Law at
Villanova University School of Law on October 12, 2007.
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FIVE DECADES OF CORPORATION LAW – From
Conglomeration to Equity Compensation
By Richard A. Booth
It is an honor to speak to you today as the first Martin G. McGuinn Professor of
Business Law. Before I launch into my short talk, I would like to thank Marty
McGuinn and his family for endowing this chair. It means that Villanova Law School
will become a national magnet for students and scholars of business law. I would
also like to thank Dean Mark Sargent and the faculty of the law school who chose
me for this chair over some stiff competition. I am truly grateful to have my work
recognized by such an august group and for the vote of confidence implicit in my
appointment to this position. I trust that I will be able to live up to it. Finally, I would
like to thank my wife Christine and my sons Charlie and Turner. Although it was not
too difficult for me to decide that I wanted to join this faculty, I could not have done
so without their love and support.
My subject today is the recent history of corporation law from about 1950 to the
present. Although the phrase corporation law may sound a bit odd to many ears,
the phrase corporate law is too generic. There are all sorts of laws that apply to
corporations. Corporation law, on the other hand, is what might be called the
constitutional law of corporations. It is the law that governs the internal affairs of
corporations. Every state has its own corporation law. So the United States sports
fifty-one varieties of corporation law – not including the territories – almost as many
as the Heinz Company. But because of historical accident – indeed historic
accident – it is the corporation law of Delaware that applies to most publicly traded
corporations.
1

1

New Jersey was the first state (in 1875) to adopt a general corporation law that permitted any
business to incorporate. By the 1890s, New Jersey had established itself as the jurisdiction of choice
for big business in part because its law permitted one corporation to own stock in another
corporation and thus permitted the formation of so-called trusts. Such combinations of companies in
turn gave rise to antitrust laws. At the end of his tenure as governor of New Jersey – in his farewell
speech to the state legislature after he had been elected President in 1912 – Woodrow Wilson (with
a good deal of prodding from Louis Brandeis) proposed a package of changes to the provisions of

New Jersey corporation law that he saw as most abusive. This proposal came to be known as the
Seven Sisters, because it consisted of seven separate bills. Among other things, the bills forbade the
formation of holding companies. See Joseph F. Mahoney, Backsliding Convert: Woodrow Wilson
and the Seven Sisters, 18 American Quarterly 71 (1966). These changes to New Jersey law were
adopted in 1913. But Delaware had already copied New Jersey law. So most big New Jersey
corporations simply reincorporated in Delaware. Thus, Delaware became the jurisdiction of choice
for big business and has remained so ever since. See Samuel Arsht, A Brief History of Delaware
Corporation Law, 1 Del. J. Corp. L. 1 (1976).

When I started law school in 1973, corporation law was more or less dead. As
Dean Bayless Manning wrote in 1962:
...corporation law, as a field of intellectual effort, is dead in the United States.
When American law ceased to take the corporation seriously, the entire body
of law that had been built upon that intellectual construct slowly perforated
and rotted away. We have nothing left but our great empty corporation
statutes --towering skyscrapers of rusted girders, internally welded together
and containing nothing but wind....Those of us in academic life who have
specialized in corporation law face technological unemployment, or at least
substantial retooling. There is still a good bit of work to be done to persuade
someone to give a decent burial to the shivering skeletons.
2

I did not run across this passage until sometime after I had decided to focus my
own intellectual efforts in the area (even though my first law school class on
corporations was a pretty good indication that Manning was correct).
3

The 1970s
Although there are state law rules that govern the actions of directors and officers,
the courts before the mid 1970s seldom found any violation no matter how
egregious the conduct. Many suspected Delaware of pandering to managers and
controlling stockholders who could easily move the corporation’s charter to another
more hospitable state if they became dissatisfied. This prompted Professor William
Cary – a former chairman of the SEC – to publish a landmark 1974 law review
article arguing that the states were engaged in a race to the bottom – a competition
in laxity – and to propose a federal takeover of corporation law that would provide
meaningful fiduciary standards.
4

2

Bayless Manning, The Shareholder's Appraisal Remedy: An Essay for Frank Coker, 72 Yale L.
J. 223, 245 (note 36) (1962) (unnecessary quotation marks omitted)
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=00440094%28196212%2972%3A2%3C223%3ATSARAE%3E2.0.C
O%3B2-D
3

In contrast, my second law school class on things corporate, Business Units II, taught by Marvin
Chirelstein, was the single most important factor that inspired me to specialize in corporation law. I
have heard other Yalies who teach in the area say the same. Although it now seems like a modest
contribution to legal scholarship, the article that Chirelstein published with Victor Brudney of Harvard
about how to allocate merger gains was groundbreaking. See Victor Brudney & Marvin
A. Chirelstein, Fair Shares in Corporate Mergers and Takeovers, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 297 (1974).
Incidentally, the odd title Business Units (or BU as we called it) was a product of Legal Realism
reportedly coined by William O. Douglas.

4

William L. Cary, Federalism and Corporate Law: Reflections Upon Delaware, 83 Yale L.J. 663
(1974) (calling for comprehensive federal standards not just extension of Rule 10b-5), available at
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=00440094%28197403%2983%3A4%3C663%3AFACLRU%3E2.0.C
O%3B2-1. For example, Cary cites Cheff v. Mathes, 199 A.2d 548 (Del. 1964), as a case in which
the Delaware court permitted incumbent management to use corporate assets to defend against the
unwanted advances of a would-be acquirer to the detriment of stockholder interests. The race

Short of a federal takeover, it was the hope of many reformers that federal
securities law could fill the gaps in state law. Indeed, the SEC’s catch-all antifraud
rule – Rule 10b-5 – seemed nimble enough to deal with most problems. Although
federal securities law mandates disclosure to investors and does not create any
fiduciary duties, it is easy in most cases to cast a claim in terms of disclosure. A
stockholder can always say that if only she had known, she would have sold her
stock or sued for an injunction.
5

6

The showdown came over going private. With the stock market in the doldrums
from 1962 to 1982, many public corporations sought to buy back their own stock. In
some cases they resorted to merger with a shell corporation by which all of the
public stockholders could be forced to take cash for their shares. It was like eminent
domain for corporations. Never mind that some stockholders might not
7

to the bottom was not original to Cary. Wilson and Brandeis made similar arguments sixty years
earlier. The migration of New Jersey corporations to Delaware after the enactment of the Seven
Sisters seems to prove the point. Although the race to the bottom sounds like a good explanation
for the evolution of corporation law, several legal scholars have argued that it makes no sense. Why
would a corporation want to incorporate in a jurisdiction distrusted by stockholders? That would
tend to depress stock price and expose the corporation to takeover. Rather, a corporation should
choose to incorporate in a state stockholders favor. And stockholders should favor a state with laws
that afford stockholders rights where they matter without creating opportunities for obstructionist
stockholders. See, e.g., Daniel R. Fischel, The Race to the Bottom Revisited: Reflections on Recent
Developments in Delaware’s Corporation Law, 76 Nw. L. Rev. 913 (1982).
5

See Donald E. Schwartz, Federalism and Corporate Governance, 45 Ohio St. L. J. 545 (1984);
Dennis S. Karjala, Federalism, Full Disclosure, and the National Markets in the Interpretation of
Federal Securities Law, 80 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1473 (1986). See also RALPH NADER, MARK GREEN &
JOEL SELIGMAN, TAMING THE GIANT CORPORATION (1976); Donald E. Schwartz, A Case for Federal
Chartering of Corporations, 31 Bus. Law. 1125 (1976); Donald E. Schwartz, Towards New
Corporate Goals: Co-Existence with Society, 60 Geo. L. J. 57 (1971).
6

See, e. g., Kaufmann v. Lawrence, 386 F. Supp. 12 (SDNY 1974), aff'd, 514 F.2d 283 (CA2
1975).
7

Before the 1960s, a stockholder almost always got stock in the surviving corporation. Although
cash mergers were originally intended to afford flexibility in mergers involving companies with
complex capital structure, one unintended consequence of permitting cash mergers was that they
could be used to cash out minority stockholders. The first real cash merger statute was adopted by
New York in 1936 to permit the cash out of a minority interest where a parent utility owned 95% or
more of the stock of a subsidiary – a so-called short-form merger. Delaware amended its general
merger statute in 1967 to permit cash consideration, but it was not until 1971 that the Delaware

courts clearly permitted the cash out of minority stockholders other than in a transaction involving a
so-called short form merger where the surviving corporation owns at least 90% of the stock of its
merger partner. See David J. Greene & Co. v. Schenley Industries, Inc., 281 A.2d 30 (Del. Ch. 1971).
See Elliott J. Weiss, Balancing Interests in Cash-Out Mergers: The Promise of Weinberger v. UOP,
Inc., 8 Del. J. Corp. L. 1 (1983). In other words, cash mergers were a recent innovation in the 1970s.

want to sell. On the other hand, why should going public be a one way trip? And
why should a corporation be able only to get bigger through merger?
8

Ironically, the worry in the 1960s was more about bigness than about stockholder
welfare. Even that old soldier President Eisenhower had warned that the
military-industrial complex was a threat to democracy. And the trendy subject in law
school was antitrust. Looking back, it is odd that it was not apparent at the time that
going private signaled the possibility that investors and managers might like the
idea of smaller more focused companies. By the mid 1980s antitrust was more or
less dead and the bust up takeover was all the rage.
9

Nevertheless, critics argued that it was wrong for a controlling stockholder to buy
back stock held by the public at bargain basement prices using the corporation’s
money – let alone to force reluctant stockholders to sell. Presumably, insiders
would propose such a deal only if they believed that the stock was worth more than
the market price. And presumably, they would keep the gain for themselves.
Besides, why should an investor be forced to give up a stock simply because
insiders find it inconvenient to have public stockholders?
To many observers, going private was yet another example of lax state law
standards. Their hope was that federal securities law would come to the rescue.
But in 1977, the United States Supreme Court decided in Santa Fe Industries, Inc. v.
Green that Rule 10b-5 did not cover cash-out mergers in the absence of some kind
of deception. Given that the cash out merger in that case did not even require a
stockholder vote, there was no need for any advance disclosure to the stockholders
and no possibility of deception. The good news for Delaware was that federal
securities law (as it stood) would not supplant state law fiduciary duty. The bad
news was that Congress could change the law and might be inclined to do so if the
cash merger or some other newfangled device was used to threaten an established
company. After all Congress had rather quickly passed the Williams Act in 1968
regulating the conduct of cash tender offers after one senator declared that "In
recent years we have seen proud old companies reduced to corporate shells after
white-collar pirates have seized control . . . later to split up most of the loot among
themselves."
10
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8

Few states have statutory procedures by which a corporation may shrink itself even today.
9

Here too Brandeis was among the harshest critics of the way corporation law had evolved. See
Liggett Co. v. Lee, 288 U.S. 517 (1933) (opinion by Brandeis).
10

See Lucian Arye Bebchuk & Assaf Hamdani, Federal Corporate Law: Lessons from History,
106 Colum. L. Rev. 1793 (2006), http://ssrn.com/abstract=927008

11

Santa Fe Industries, Inc. v. Green, 430 U.S. 462 (1977).
12

113 CONG. REC. 857-58 (Jan. 18, 1967) (statement of Senator Kuchel). Although the original bill
sought to discourage hostile bids, the Williams Act was more neutral, focusing on disclosure and
setting certain ground rules, both of which were ostensibly designed to protect target stockholders
but which also afforded the target company more time to defend itself. See Piper v.

It was six months (to the day) after the decision in Santa Fe that the Delaware
Supreme Court handed down its decision in Singer v. Magnavox Co., holding that
indeed there was a business purpose requirement for mergers. Delaware had
dodged the bullet of federal takeover by affording stockholders new rights to
challenge mergers. I do not claim here that Delaware was motivated by the threat
of federal legislation to change its law. Indeed, Singer was a quite principled
decision. But Singer was a mixed blessing for Delaware. It meant that in Delaware a
plaintiff could challenge a merger by incanting the mantra of no business purpose.
Every merger was thus reviewable by the courts. And the smallest investor could
potentially hold up a deal simply because he wanted to keep his shares.
13

14

15

The 1950s
16

Stockholders would soon see their new found rights as more burden than benefit.
To see why we must go back in time to 1952 and the birth of Modern Portfolio
Theory – MPT for short. (I have always thought the name a bit odd. I do not think
there was any ancient portfolio theory.) Harry Markowitz – who later won a Nobel
Prize for his work – showed that investors could reduce risk without any sacrifice of
return by investing in a diversified portfolio of stocks (or other
Chris-Craft Indus., 430 U.S. 1 (1977); Rondeau v. Mosinee Paper Corp., 422 U.S. 49 (1974). See
generally Donald E. Schwartz, Federalism and Corporate Governance, 45 Ohio St. L.J. 545 (1984).
13

Singer v. Magnavox Co., 380 A.2d 969 (Del. 1977). It is ironic is that if Singer had been on the
books, presumably Santa Fe would have been decided the other way. The clear implication was that
federal securities law depended on state law. Following Santa Fe the federal courts looked to state
law to determine the contours of fiduciary duty not only for mergers, but also for insider trading,
takeover defenses, and virtually every other issue that came before them under federal securities
law. That would give rise within a few years to the odd spectacle of the SEC appearing in the
Delaware courts to plead its case.
14

This is not to say that the motivation for Singer was overtly political. It was a perfectly principled
position for the Delaware courts to rule that a stockholder could not be done out of his investment
except for a valid business purpose. Although the immediate threat to Delaware’s supremacy had
been averted, Santa Fe was likely an important factor in prompting the American Law Institute to
undertake the Principles of Corporate Governance which many in the practicing bar also came to
view as a threat in late 1980s.
15

Moreover, if a merger was found wanting, the remedy was quite generous. Rescissory damages
gave the plaintiffs the value of what they would have had if the merger had never occurred. See
Lynch v. Vickers Energy Co., 429 A.2d 497 (Del. 1981). And that encouraged even more litigation. In
short, Singer was a noble experiment, but it was ill-conceived and badly executed.

16

I am not aware of any event studies that seek to quantify market reaction to either Singer or
Weinberger, but I would guess that the market reacted negatively to Singer and positively to
Weinberger.
17

securities). For investors, getting the same return for less risk was like finding the
holy grail.
It is not surprising that the MBAs of the 1950s figured they could apply Markowitz’s
ideas at firm level to assemble a portfolio of companies with lower risk than the
whole. It stood to reason that a conglomerate corporation composed of many
different individual businesses would be less risky as a whole than its parts. When
one division faltered another would likely pick up the slack. The earnings of the
whole would be relatively stable even if there was turmoil beneath. Stock price
should rise and capital should be cheaper. Moreover, a conglomerate company
with a high price / earnings (P/E) ratio could absorb a business with a low P/E ratio
and magically increase its value. In addition, the tax code made dividends
unattractive for stockholders. So what else was one to do with excess cash other
than acquire other companies? And it did not hurt
18

19

20

21

17

Harry M. Markowitz, Portfolio Selection, 7 J. Fin. 77 (1952). Markowitz taught at the business
school at UCSD at the time.
18

Amihud & Lev, Risk Reduction as a Managerial Motive for Conglomerate Mergers, 12 Bell J.
Econ. 605 (1981).
19

For example, if a conglomerate with a P/E of 10 acquired a business with a P/E of 5, the earnings
of the acquired business when added to the earnings of the conglomerate would add twice as much
to the value of the conglomerate as had been the value of the acquired company. In other words, the
acquired company was worth twice its market value to the conglomerate. Or so the thinking went.
The gain depends, however, on an implicit market inefficiency, namely, that the market is fooled into
applying the P/E ratio of the conglomerate to the acquisition even though the market had applied a
lower P/E to the acquisition as a stand alone company. As one might guess, analysts eventually
figured out that they could apply different discount rates to different lines of business. And the trick
stopped working. See generally BURTON G. MALKIEL, A RANDOM WALK DOWN WALL STREET 54 ff (6th
ed.1996); David Horowitz & Reese Ehrlich, Litton Industries: Big Brother as a Holding Company, in
DAVID MERMELSTEIN, ECONOMICS: MAINSTREAM READINGS AND RADICAL CRITIQUES 91 (1970). For an
example of the more fine grained approach to valuation, see Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., 1990
Del. Ch. LEXIS 259, 1990 WL 161084.
20

Prior to 1984, individual income tax rates were almost confiscatory in the upper brackets.
Immediately before the 1986 tax act, the top individual rate was 50% and it had been as high as 90%
before 1969 when it was reduced to a mere 70% for the years up to 1981. The tax rate on capital
gains, however, was only half of the rate on ordinary income (and for a time was only 40% of the rate
on ordinary income). One tax-motivated tactic that evolved in the 1960s was for the owners of
several separate corporations to contribute their shares to a new corporation and take back shares
in the new corporation that would be roughly equivalent to a closed-end mutual fund. Indeed the
resulting entity was often called a swap fund. Before 1967, such a deal could be done tax free –
without the recognition of gain at the time of the contribution to the swap fund – even if the
contributed shares were appreciated – under IRC 351. In xxxx Congress added IRC 351(e) to treat
such transactions as sales rather than tax-free contributions to capital, somehow intuiting the gain

that comes from diversification. See Marvin A. Chirelstein, Tax Pooling and Tax Postponement –
The Capital Exchange Funds, 75 Yale. L. J. 183 (1965).
21

This is not to suggest that such acquisitions were usually or often made for cash. To the
contrary, most such deals were stock for stock deals because that permitted pooling accounting
and eliminated the need for the acquirer to depreciate goodwill after the acquisition. See Claire
Hill, Why Financial Appearances Might Matter: An Explanation for "Dirty Pooling" and Some

that most companies based CEO incentive compensation on the growth of
earnings or assets or both. Finally, it was more fun for management to run a
bigger company. These were the days of synergy and Bucky Fuller. The book
Small Is Beautiful would not be published until 1973.
22

23

The 1980s
It is difficult to argue with the logic of conglomerate mergers in isolation from
alternative investments. But a conglomerate company is really a glorified
closed-end fund. Why would an investor choose such an investment over an
open-end mutual fund? Closed-end funds can and often do trade at a discount
whereas an open-end fund cannot. One answer (among several) is that mutual
funds were quite expensive in those days. Sales loads were high – often 8% or
more. And the fund itself paid full retail commission rates when it traded shares in
its portfolio – without even a volume discount – because brokerage commissions
were fixed by the New York Stock Exchange. All that began to change on May Day
1974 with the abolition of fixed commissions for institutional investors. In addition,
the advent of IRAs in 1974 and 401(k) plans in 1982 (and the extension of IRAs in
that same year) created a huge new market for mutual funds.
24

As brokerage commissions fell, it became almost costless to assemble a diversified
portfolio of stocks or to change the mix at will. In contrast, it was quite costly for a
conglomerate to buy and sell whole companies. In other words, it is much cheaper
for investors to diversify than it is for companies to diversify. From the investor point
of view, acquisitions aimed at firm level diversification (and other firm-level hedging
strategies) are a waste of money. (There is no reason to buy Lunchables if all you
want is cheese and crackers. Who needs the baloney?)
25

Other Types of Financial Cosmetics, 22 Del. J. Corp. L. 141 (1997). Nevertheless, extra cash was
vital to conglomerate mergers because it gave the acquiring company the capacity to absorb the
target.
22

See Kamin v. American Express Co., 383 N.Y.S.2d 807 (Sup. Ct. 1976).
23

E.F. SCHUMACKER, SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL (1973). While antitrust was the hot concentration among
law students in the mid 1970s, small business was the trendy career goal among business students.

24

Fixed commission rates were abolished for individual investors on May 1, 1975.
25

A conservative estimate is that it costs five to seven percent of deal value for one business to
acquire another, whereas brokerage commissions today average about one cent per share for
institutional investors or about 0.04 percent of a $25 stock.
26

Moreover, there is no reason for a mutual fund to buy stock in a conglomerate. So
as mutual funds grew in size, demand for conglomerate stocks fell. The net result
was to set up a competition of sorts between conglomerates and mutual funds.
Finally, in October 1979, the Federal Reserve Board – following the advice of Milton
Friedman – shifted its focus from interest rates to money supply and permitted
interest rates to float. Floating interest rates gave rise to an active market for
bonds. And that permitted Mike Milken and Drexel Burnham to create a market for
junk bonds. Soon, investors developed a taste for leverage. With leverage a
company can increase stockholder returns. Although leverage also increases risk,
diversified investors are indifferent to risk if it is justified by the prospect of higher
returns. A diversified investor does not much care if a few companies go broke if all
seek to maximize return. For every company that goes belly up, another will
perform better than expected. Only the average matters. So investors had another
reason to reject conglomerates. Not only were they unnecessary for investors who
could achieve diversification more cheaply, a conglomerate is a bad bet because
the constituent companies have no incentive to focused.
27

28

29

In short, as mutual funds (and other institutional investors) gained market share,
demand for conglomerate stocks fell. As the market price of conglomerate stocks
fell, arbitrage set in. A bidder using cash from junk bonds could buy a conglomerate,
sell off the component companies to pay back the loan, and exit the deal with a nice
profit. It was a perfect financial storm and conglomerates were going down with the
ship. In effect, the market came to demand companies that were lean and mean
and focused.
30

26

This also explains why the SEC has resisted the fund of funds concept. Although there may be
some sense in diversifying one’s holding of funds in order to avoid the risk of bad fund management,
there is not much else to be gained by holding multiple funds with the same investment goals.
27

See generally MICHAEL LEWIS, LIAR’S POKER: RISING THROUGH THE WRECKAGE ON WALL STREET
(1990).
28

See generally CONNIE BRUCK, THE PREDATORS’ BALL (1988).
29

This is somewhat at odds with the Modigliani & Miller thesis that (contrary to popular belief)
leverage does not change the total value of a firm. See Franco Modigliani & Merton Miller, The Cost
of Capital, Corporation Finance and the Theory of Investment, 48 Am. Econ. Rev. 261 (1958). Their
point is that for a single firm the value is the value no matter how one divides it up. The addition of
debt to the capital structure causes equity to become riskier and precisely offsets the potential
benefits of leverage (other than tax benefits). But they did not consider the effects of investor

diversification (and other hedging strategies) by which investors are able to avoid the downside of
leverage. See Ronald J. Gilson & Charles K. Whitehead, Deconstructing Equity: Public Ownership,
Agency Costs, and Complete Capital Markets, 108 Colum. L. Rev. 231 (2008).
30

See Lance A. Nail et al., How Stock-Swap Mergers Affect Shareholder (and Bondholder)
Wealth: More Evidence of the Value of Corporate "Focus," 11 J. Applied Corp. Fin. 95 (1998)

Meanwhile back in Delaware, Singer had become a liability. To be sure, once a
bidder gains control, the bidder can do what it wants with the target. So it is not
clear that minority stockholders must be cashed out. But if minority stockholders
cannot be cashed out, the bidder must share its eventual gain (if any) with those
that remain. And it is difficult to plan a deal if you cannot predict the return.
Moreover, if the target company remains publicly traded – subject to complete
control by the bidder turned parent – target stock price is likely to be depressed.
The bidder may thus be precluded from securing financing or later offering target
shares to the public as a way of exiting the deal. The bottom line is lower returns
and fewer deals.
31

Mercifully, Singer was overruled in 1983 by Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., which did
away with the business purpose requirement. In effect, Weinberger granted a
32

(finding inferior returns in conglomerate stock mergers for the period 1963-1996); Henry Servaes,
The Value of Diversification During the Conglomerate Merger Wave, 51 J. Fin. 1201 (1996) (finding
that conglomerates were valued at a discount even in the 1960s); Haim Levy & Marshall Sarnat,
Diversification, Portfolio Analysis and the Uneasy Case for Conglomerate Mergers, 25 J. Fin. 795
(1970). See also David J. Denis et al., Global Diversification, Industrial Diversification, and Firm
Value (August 2001), available at http://ssrn.com/abstracts=244721. Of course, there are always
exceptions, in the case of conglomerates, General Electric. See Patrick Gaughan, Mergers,
Acquisitions and Corporate Restructurings 23 (3d ed. 2002).
31

Although an undiversified minority stockholder might argue that it is undesirable to encourage
more deals anyway, a diversified stockholder would likely favor a rule that maximizes the number of
deals (and minimizes legal challenges including appraisal rights) as long as a majority of the minority
favors the deal. So it is no surprise that the majority vote required for mergers was gradually reduced
from the traditional two-thirds of both sets of stockholders to a majority of votes cast by the target
stockholders casting a vote. The problem is that if we permit cash-out mergers, insiders can use the
same technique to get rid of minority stockholders and take the company private. Although that may
be a good deal for the stockholders who get cashed out, it may also be tempting for insiders to run
down the price of the company to do the deal on the cheap. We could set up a rule that prohibits
insider mergers. But such a rule effectively presumes that all such mergers are fraudulent and
eliminates as buyers those who know the business best – a classic case of throwing the baby out
with the bathwater. There are two possible answers to this conundrum. One is competition. Outside
bidders are free to bid for the company and presumably will do so if the proposed price is too low.
The other is that minority stockholders can assert their appraisal rights in such cases. Delaware
adopted the former rule in Revlon v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc., 506 A.2d 173 (Del. 1985).
The MBCA has adopted the latter rule. In essence, MBCA 13.02 confines appraisal to deals in which
there is a danger of insider overreaching. Delaware has also taken the position that dissenting
stockholders in an appraisal proceeding may be entitled to a control premium in addition to the
appraised value of their stock. See Richard A. Booth, Minority Discounts and Control Premiums in
Appraisal Proceedings, 57 Bus. Law. 127 (2001),
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=285649. See generally Bradley R. Aronstam, R.
Franklin Balotti & Timo Rehbock, Delaware's Going-Private Dilemma: Fostering Protections for
Minority Shareholders in the Wake of Siliconix and Unocal Exploration, 58 Bus. Law. 519 (2003).
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Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., 457 A.2d 701 (Del. 1983). The trial court ruled in one opinion that the
goal of making a profit constituted a business purpose. No one would propose such a deal but for
the prospect of making a profit. So one could argue that the business purpose rule had been gutted.
By definition, every deal has a business purpose. On the other hand, and in fairness to
33

license to cash out minority stockholders at a fair price. It is no coincidence that the
takeover market exploded following Weinberger or that stockholders enjoyed
unprecedented returns for the next seventeen years.
34

The 1990s
Weinberger was not the end of the matter. As one might guess, the CEOs of
potential target companies went looking for ways to defend themselves against the
bust up takeover. It is easy to see how a corporate raider can make money from a
bust up takeover. Imagine buying an old book filled with 50 original photographs for
$1000 and selling off the framed individual prints for $100 each. Better still, recall
the scene in the movie Wall Street in which Gordon Gekko’s legal henchmen
describe how they plan to sell off the pieces of Blue Star Airlines in order to pay
back the banks much to the dismay of Bud.
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In theory, a conglomerate could break up on its own initiative by spinning off less
profitable divisions to its own stockholders who then would enjoy the gain. And it
has become common practice to do so – sometimes to avoid takeover. In contrast,
a hostile bidder has little choice but to sell off assets. No one would buy a company
in order to give away the pieces.
The result was the invention of the poison pill and the passage of an array of state
takeover statutes. The Delaware Supreme Court approved the pill in 1985. And
the United States Supreme Court approved state takeover statutes in 1987,
rejecting the argument that they were an undue burden on interstate
36

the Weinberger trial court, the business purpose might inhere in the fact that minority stockholders
entail costs and expenses that can be avoided by cash out. In other words, the prospect of profit
comes not from commandeering the portion of the profit that would otherwise go to the minority, but
rather by the prospect of an increase in the aggregate profit from the deal that would be precluded
by the existence of a public minority interest.
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Weinberger also installed more effective protections for stockholders requiring arms length
negotiations in parent-subsidiary mergers. Since that time, Delaware has been quite vigilant
about stockholder rights. Although defendants win most of the time, plaintiffs prevail in many
cases.
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Although there has been much debate about whether corporate law really matters in the sense
that parties are largely free to negotiate around most rules, it seems clear that cases such as
Weinberger that announce new rules of global application make a difference. See generally Bernard
S. Black, Is Corporate Law Trivial?: A Political and Economic Analysis, 84 Nw. U. L. Rev. 542
(1990).
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See Martin Lipton, Greenmail, Bust-Up Takeovers --A Discussion Memorandum, N.Y.L.J.,
Sept. 7, 1984, at 1:3.
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See Moran v. Household International, Inc., 500 A.2d 1346 (Del. 1985).
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commerce or impermissibly inconsistent with federal tender offer law. But none of
this would change investor demand for focused companies that seek to maximize
returns. That genie was out of the bottle. Moreover, the evolution of investor tastes
changed the rules for all companies – not just conglomerates.
The preference of the market for focused companies has profound implications for
the CEO. It is relatively comfortable to run a conglomerate and generate an
adequate return for stockholders. So in the 1950s and 1960s, the CEO was happy
to get a nice salary and a bonus. But it is not so comfortable to assume the risk of
generating an ever increasing stock price. Diversified stockholders do not really
care if a few companies go broke trying to maximize stockholder value, because
other companies will do even better than expected and make up the difference. So
it is no surprise that turnover among CEOs increased dramatically in the 1990s.
Nor is it surprising that CEO pay began to increase dramatically and to take the
form of equity.
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The problem is how to motivate managers to take more risk and even to break up
their own companies when necessary. But why would a CEO want to bust up (or
leverage up) his own company? It might be necessary to avoid takeover, but how
could it be rewarding?
The question may sound rhetorical, but it is not. How could we make it rewarding for
a CEO to bust up his own company? The answer is equity compensation – stock
and stock options. Suppose that Acme Fireworks announces that it will spin off its
struggling gopher ball division. The market price of Acme skyrockets because each
stockholder will now have two stocks instead of one. You can keep both or sell one
but not the other. You have exactly what you had before,
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See CTS Corp. v. Dynamics Corp. of America, 481 U.S. 69 (1987). See also Edgar v. MITE
Corp., 457 U.S. 624 (1982).
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Indeed, many economists in the 1950s and 1960s had rejected the idea that individuals were
motivated to maximize wealth in favor the idea that most individuals merely sought adequate
wealth, an idea that came to be known as satisficing. See Herbert A. Simon, Theories of
Decision-Making in Economics and Behavioral Science, 49 Am. Econ. Rev. 253 (1959).
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See Michael C. Jensen & Kevin J. Murphy, Remuneration: Where We’ve Been, How We Got to
Here, What Are the Problems, and How to Fix Them, ECGI Working Paper No. 44/2004, at 32
34. See also John C. Coffee, Jr., Reforming the Securities Class Action: An Essay on Deterrence
and its Implementation, 106 Colum. L. Rev. 1534 (2006), http://ssrn.com/abstract=893833 at 2728
(page references herein to SSRN) (noting that CEO turnover increases dramatically if a securities
fraud action is filed against the company).
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See Jensen & Murphy, at 23-34. Although many commentators argue that the growth in golden
parachutes and equity compensation is attributable to changes in the tax code in 1984 and 1993,
respectively (both of which were intended to set limits on both but both of which came to be viewed
as safe harbors), it is equally plausible to view these events as catalysts that changed the focus of
compensation committees that then began to focus on the other advantages of such devices.

but now you also have a choice. As Martha Stewart would say, that is a good thing.
Choice alone must be worth something. Moreover, the new and focused gopher
ball company is likely to do better. It might even become the target of an
acquisition. Although Acme will soon be a smaller company, the price of its stock is
higher. So the CEO will make money on his options even though he has shrunk
the company. If it makes sense for a company to grow by acquiring other
companies, presumably the market will reward that strategy too. In other words,
options work whether a company is growing or shrinking. Pretty nifty.
But wait. There’s more. Options have another important side benefit. They induce
companies to repurchase their own shares in order to control for the dilution that
comes from the exercise of options. For example, in 1997 it was reported that
Microsoft used cash equal to two-thirds of its earnings to repurchase shares. The
news was shocking to many stockholder activists who saw it as more evidence of
insider avarice. But buybacks fix one of the basic problems that lead to takeovers –
the practice of hoarding cash and reinvesting it in uneconomic expansion. To be
sure, dividend rates remain low today. But that is an illusion. The fact is that
corporations distribute much more cash to stockholders these days. But they do so
by repurchasing shares from the least happy stockholders, which further supports
stock price. Thus, companies that use options have evolved into something like
open-end mutual funds.
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This is not to say that someone sat down and thought this through quite as I have
explained it here. Options have been around for a long time. Their expanded use
may have been prompted by the advent of the golden parachute in the 1980s. But
it is enough that options happen to work.
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See Roger Lowenstein, Microsoft and its Two Constituencies, Wall St. J., December 4, 1997, at
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See Eugene F. Fama & Kenneth R. French, Disappearing Dividends: Changing Firm
Characteristics or Lower Propensity to Pay? 60 J. Fin. Econ. 3-43 (2001); Harry DeAngelo, et al.,
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Center for Law, Economics and Organization (CLEO) Working Paper No. 02-9 (2002), xx J. Fin.
Econ. xxx, http://papers.ssrn.com/Abstract=318562.
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The essential idea behind the golden parachute is that it will make the CEO indifferent to
takeover. See Richard A. Booth, Is There Any Valid Reason Why Target Managers Oppose
Tender Offers? 14 Sec. Reg. L. J. 43 (1986); Michael C. Jensen, The Takeover Controversy:
Analysis and Evidence, 4 Midland Corp. Fin. J. 6 (1986). See also Jensen & Murphy, at 27-29.

So it is not at all surprising that equity compensation exploded during the 1990s and
that successful CEOs took home big bucks. In the 1990s, the CEO assumed the
risk of failure in an effort to maximize stockholder value. And failure meant takeover
or the sack. No one who understands the situation would take such a job without
the promise of a big reward. And if the goal is to generate gain for the stockholders,
who would not insist on a piece of the action? I am not sure why this seems
shocking or wrong to so many corporate activists. It may be that it is undiversified
investors who show up at the annual meeting to collect the box lunch. But there is
long tradition in the business world of working for a piece of the pie. Nowhere is that
more standard than in law firms where an associate may work ten years for a
partnership – though the compensation in the meantime can be pretty attractive.
Why should we assume that the CEO of a public company must be a hired gun who
works for the stockholders in exchange for a fixed fee? Why would we even want
that arrangement? It makes more sense to think of the CEO as a partner in the
business – one who stands to share the gain if any.
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See Jensen & Murphy, at 23-43. The total amount of officer compensation as a percentage of
corporate income has remained quite constant since 1960. Jensen and Murphy argue that this fact
indicates that compensation committees have mindlessly stuck with the same formulas in granting
options even though growth in the value of the stock market generally has had the effect of
increasing the dollar value compensation dramatically. But the evidence is also consistent with the
idea that executive compensation is more about dividing up the corporate pie between outside
stockholders and officer-stockholders. See Richard A. Booth, Executive Compensation, Corporate
Governance, and the Partner-Manager, 2004 U. Ill. L. Rev. 269,
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=719983. On the other hand, it may also be that
the CEO commands a larger percentage of total officer compensation than was the case in the
1960s and 1970s. It is not clear that the jackpot model of compensation is a good thing. But that is
largely an intramural matter that concerns the officers as a group.
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Some commentators have argued that options have been overused to compensate lower level
employees and that they should be reserved for those officers that can make a difference to stock
price. See Jensen & Murphy, at 35-43. This ignores other significant benefits of options and of being
publicly held in general. Options give lower level employees a sense of ownership and a stake in the
fortunes of the company whether or not they can do much about stock price. Some recent legal
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products requiring inputs that cannot be withdrawn. See Margaret M. Blair & Lynn
A. Stout, A Team Production Theory of Corporate Law, 85 Va. L. Rev. 247 (1999). If that view of the
corporation is correct – and I suspect that generally speaking it is – then it is appropriate to reward
lower level employees with a share of the gain from their efforts. In addition, the use of options to
compensate lower level employees induces them to focus on stock price as a continuous source of
feedback. See Ronald J. Gilson & Charles K. Whitehead, Deconstructing Equity: Public Ownership,
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investment decision. See Richard A. Booth, Give Me Equity or Give Me Death – The Role of
Competition and Compensation in Building Silicon Valley, 1 Entrep. Bus. L. J. 265 (2006),
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=940022.

The 1960s
I have not said much about the sixties. But as they say, if you remember the
1960s, you weren’t there.
So what does it all mean? One answer is that our system of corporate governance
(and incentive structures) is in much better shape than seems to be widely
thought. I do not mean to suggest (as did Pangloss in Voltaire’s Candide) that we
live in the best of all possible worlds. There is work to be done. For one thing, it is
vital that we monitor executive compensation practices to assure that everyone
plays by the rules. Timing and backdating in the grant of options are serious
breaches of faith.
Yet another serious problem is that many investors remain undiversified –
particularly those whose retirement plans are heavily invested in the shares of
their own employer. By far the biggest losers in the collapse of Enron were the
employees who saw their retirement accounts skyrocket and then vaporize
because they were concentrated in Enron stock. If old fashioned pensions are
going to be replaced by portable accounts, we need to do better by
employee-investors.
In addition, we need to rethink our model of who owns a corporation. The old idea
that the stockholders own the company and that the CEO is a hired gun is much too
simplistic. In a world of diversified investors, it is the CEO who cares most about the
company and who thinks most like an owner. A diversified investor does not much
care about the fate of an individual company. But we cannot expect a CEO to think
the same way. Nor would we want it so. Thus, the better view is that corporation
law is about allocating returns between insiders and outsiders. The traditional view
is that executive compensation is a mildly interesting duty of loyalty problem
because it involves a structural conflict of interest. To the contrary, executive
compensation is the central problem of corporation law. This insight gives new
meaning to the idea of the monitoring board of directors. Legal scholars have
argued for years that the board of directors should monitor the CEO. Who could
disagree with that idea anyway? The point that seems to have been lost in the
shuffle is that the board should not see itself as an advisory body. It is not the job of
the board to support the CEO. Rather the job of the board is to officiate the ongoing
competition between
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See Richard A. Booth, Stockholders, Stakeholders, and Bagholders (Or How Investor
Diversification Affects Fiduciary Duty), 53 Bus. Law. 429 (1998),
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=149731. The interests of managers and
stockholders would be better aligned if managers were compensated with mutual fund shares.
(Indeed, that is essentially the arrangement one has if the CEO of a conglomerate is
compensated with stock options.) But it seems quite obvious that such a compensation scheme
would have little incentive value.

outside investors and inside officers. Indeed, the board of directors as an
institution makes little sense in any other role.
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Similarly, our system of securities regulation appears to be stuck in the 1960s.
Among other things, we continue to rely on private securities fraud class actions as
the primary form of enforcement. Individual recovery makes sense if a company
makes a fraudulent public offering of overvalued stock. In such a case, the
company should give back the cash. But it makes no sense in a world of diversified
investors for investors to have a right of action against the company simply because
the company fails to disclose bad news in a timely way to existing investors who
hold stock that is already outstanding. In such a stock-drop action – as opposed to
a fraudulent offering – a diversified investor is equally likely to be a seller as to be a
buyer and thus is equally likely to gain as to lose as a result of the so-called
securities fraud. Moreover, diversified investors gain nothing from stock-drop
actions. Because the corporation pays, holders effectively reimburse buyers and
sellers keep their gains. In other words, the system suffers from circularity akin to a
game of musical chairs in that stock-drop actions ultimately do no more than
transfer wealth among investors. Indeed, diversified investors are net losers to the
extent of attorney fees and other costs of litigation. And the issuers who are targets
of such actions see their stock drop in price by more than it otherwise would
because of the prospect of litigation gives rise to a feedback effect: When the issuer
pays to settle the case, the payment further reduces the value of the company,
which leads to a further decrease in stock price and a further increase in the
potential for damages. In the end, a target company faces a higher cost of capital
than it would in a world without securities fraud class actions. And in some cases it
may face financial ruin. On the other hand, diversified investors may suffer genuine
financial loss when insiders take advantage of nonpublic information for personal
gain or when they damage the reputation of the company by failure to be candid
with the market. In such cases, stockholders have a real gripe and should have a
remedy. The simple solution is for the courts to deem stock-drop actions to be
derivative actions rather than direct (class) actions. By recasting stock-drop actions
as derivative actions, the courts could in one stroke eliminate the glaring market
inefficiency of circular recovery, lower the cost of capital for issuers, emphasize
individual responsibility, induce boards of directors and gatekeepers to become
more vigilant, and reduce the need for criminal prosecution.
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See Interim Report of the Committee on Capital Markets Regulation (November 30, 2006)
(popularly known as the Paulson report) at 78-79; Coffee, at 12-14.
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For a fuller exposition, see Richard A. Booth, The Paulson Report Reconsidered: How to Fix
Securities Litigation by Converting Class Actions into Issuer Actions,
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1084040.

The problem with securities fraud class actions but one example of a larger problem
with federal securities law. The larger problem is that the SEC, Congress, and the

federal courts remain focused on the idea that a reasonable investor is one who
reads mind-numbing disclosure documents, chooses a few good stocks, and then
diligently participates in the myth known as corporate democracy. The fact is that a
reasonable investor diversifies his portfolio over many stocks usually by investing in
a mutual fund or through a pension plan. Indeed, by diversifying his portfolio, an
investor can eliminate company-specific risk without any sacrifice of expected
return. For an investor, that is the holy grail. Indeed, one can safely say that it is
irrational for an investor not to diversify. The iron law of investing is that more risk
requires more return. If one can eliminate risk without sacrifice of return, one must
do so. Moreover, as investors come to understand the value of diversification, they
will bid up market prices because they take less risk. And that is a good thing for
issuers. But it means that undiversified investors who pick one or a few good stocks
end up overpaying. The bottom line is that all investors must therefore diversify. If
federal securities law is meant to protect reasonable investors it should focus on the
interests of a well-diversified investor at least where interests conflict. The upshot is
that generally speaking our system of disclosure should be more oriented toward
the wholesale market than the retail market.
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There remains one very difficult problem for corporation law to address:
overvalued equity. Stock options have been criticized since the demise of Enron
and other major corporations in 2001 as inducing risky behaviors on the part of
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The growth of mutual funds and other institutional investors and the migration of investors to such
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corporate executives. The standard argument is that options induce CEOs to take
big chances to increase stock price. Not so. CEOs are poorly diversified and risk
averse. The worry is that they will take too little risk on behalf of diversified
stockholders. Options are a way of nudging CEOs to take more risk. But they do so
only reluctantly, because even with options as the primary form of compensation,
some safe growth is better than taking a big risk for a jackpot.

The real problem arises when stock price increases more than it should for
whatever reason. If stock price is too high, the CEO will naturally seek to keep it
from falling in order to maintain paper gains. Looking back on the most recent
spate of corporate scandals, it seems clear that many if not most of the problems
resulted from an obsession with meeting analyst expectations – making the
quarterly numbers. Not much has changed in the last few years. The obsession
continues.
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So the question is how do we induce CEOs to decrease stock price when
necessary? Some legal scholars who think that options are the problem have
advocated that corporations use restricted stock as equity compensation. If
anything, that would exacerbate the problem. With restricted stock, the CEO loses
money when stock price falls. With options, there is no loss other than the lost
prospect of gain. But that can be fixed in part by indexing exercise price on the
downside. Indexing addresses the problem of irrational exuberance when it is
marketwide, but it does nothing to address the problem if the market attaches
unrealistic expectations to an individual company. Ironically, the solution for that
problem is to permit and even encourage the board of directors to reprice options
even though most observers see repricing as abusive. The trick is to distinguish
those situations in which repricing is appropriate from those in which it amounts to a
gratuitous do-over. Here again, it is key to be clear that the board of directors
should serve as a monitor for management and not as a cheerleading team. If the
board of directors behaves accordingly, the market can be trusted to judge the
situation fairly.
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I could say more. But I think I have said enough.
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See Richard A. Booth, Stockholders and Stock Options --Malfeasance, Manipulation,
Misappropriation or Not? (forthcoming). Prior to 2005 (but after 1995), FASB rules required the
expensing of repriced options but not of newly granted options. Now that the FASB requires that all
grants be expensed, there is no disincentive in the rules to reprice options, although the market
may still react negatively. Compare Jensen & Murphy, at 26-27, 41-42.

